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Beyond Coincidence
I believe many things occur for our benefit that are simply beyond coincidence. The car that runs just until
you are able to purchase the next one; the out-of-the-blue phone call from an old friend just when you really
needed to talk to someone; the miraculous healing of a life-threatening illness; these are just a few examples
of events that seem beyond the realm of possibility. I assert that many events in our daily lives occur not
because of fate or chance; rather, there is purpose in these events, governed by a grand designer, the
Father of us all. As a musical composition, Beyond Coincidence reflects these thoughts by interweaving
moments of turmoil and unrest with moments of unity and serene peace.

Smear Tactics is a series of studies for six trombone parts exploring the specialized use of tremolo, glissandi,
and higher overtones, with some microtonality involved. The final work is envisioned to be a set of six
movements, of which three have been completed. 

In For Piano, I explored the inherent qualities in the sounds of waves, and translated these characteristics to
a piano. The formal structure of the entire work, as well as localized gestures are all mapped to the same
amplitude contour present in the sound of a wave. The pitch material in the work is also derived from natural
phenomena, the harmonic series. The natural resonant frequencies of the initial pitch are expanded until the
sonic spectrum collapses on itself, and returns to a single pitch. 

Within Silence (2012) celebrates the 100th anniversary of the birth of John Cage and my meeting with
György and Marta Kurtág in the same year. The piece concentrates on timbre and utilizes the name of Cage
as its main motive via the violin scordatura (GCAE). Within Silence was premiered by Maria Sampen, John
Sampen, and Marilyn Shrude at the World Saxophone Congress XVI in St. Andrews, Scotland in July 2012.

Sendai is a city and prefecture in northeast Japan most devastated by the March 2011 earthquake and
tsunami. In the Japanese language, Sendai – when not a place name – has a variety of meanings: among
them, curiously, are “forever” and “a shipbuilding berth.” The texts are not directly jisei – traditional
Japanese poems written by monks and poets at the hour of their death – but the poems do speak of loss, of
empathy, and of the ephemeral nature of our life on the planet, though in incredibly subdued and beautiful
ways.

The Suffering Servant, for choir (SATB) a cappella (2012), was commissioned by the Bridgewater College
Alumni Choir in honor of Dr. Jesse Hopkins.

The text used for I Shall Seek Rest for my Lonely Heart is from an anthology called The Chinese Flute – a
collection of ancient Chinese poetry. The poem itself is a soliloquy describing one who seeks out the peace,
beauty, and calm of nature to renew a distressed inner soul.

The monophonic texture used at the beginning for male voices was intended to make it sound somewhat
similar to a medieval chant melody. The texture then expands to two voices (for female voices) and then to
four parts for all singers as it rises to an emotional climax at the end.


